Newsman
Analyzes
Dominican
STEVE Burr N
"The greatest problem facing
the Dominican Republic now is
finding out who the people with
good and bad intentions are," said
Wilson Hall, NBC correspondent.
Hall, who just returned from the
strife-torn island, spoke on the
"Dominican RepublicFirst-Hand
Observations" Monday night in
Concert Hall.
"There are good and bad people
on both sides," he said. "There are
some good rebels and juntas and
some bad ones. Both sides are
badly divided.
"This means, in particular," continued Hall, "that all the Dominican rebels are not Communists.
The number of rebel communists is
hard to estimate, though," said
Hall, "because the rebelling faction
has given widely varying reports
of its communist infiltration." It
was first claimed the rebels were
communist dominated, but now
the State Department says only a
small percentage of the supporters are communists.
REPORTS NOT EVALUATED
"The U.S.’ intervention In the
Dominican crisis," Hall said,
"started because the U.S. received
information of dissent in the island
and acted before this information
could be evaluated. As soon as
the U.S. heard the first reports of
revolution in the island, it sent
troops down without checking the
validity of the reports.
"Thus, initial reports of people
being executed moved the U.S. into
entering the Dominican dispute
but proved to be entirely invalid
later," he said.
"The position taken by the U.S.
as soon as it became involved in
the situation in the Dominican Republic," continued Hall, "was one
of neutrality for the junta or prowessin forces. This was at first
quite a shock to the rebels or constitutionalists because they thought
the U.S. Marines came down to
help them.
REBELS CHANGE STAND
"Since that time," continued
Hall, "the rebels have changed
their stand against and for the

Grade Copies
Students ss hose permanent addresses hase changed are reminded to leave their correct
permanent addresses at the Registrar’s Office to obtain copies
of their semester grades, which
nil! he sent to them. This should
1101111. before Friday, June 4.
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Academic Council Endorses
Semester Housing Contracts
Photo by Paul Sequeira
’CRAZY WAR’ Wilson
Hall, NBC news correspondent who
recently returned from Santo Domingo, described the "overreaction from Washington" which alternately has supported the
junta and rebel forces in the Dominican uprising. He blamed
the exaggerated reports of Communist support on "undigested
CIA and FBI reports" during his speech Monday night before
an audience of 450 in Concert Hall.
U.S. Just a few weeks ago they
said the U.S would not be able
to help them, and now they say
it is the only one who can protect
them.
"Thus far," said Hall, "the only
organization able to obtain a
cease-fire in the Dominican crisis
has been the United Nations. The
Organization of American States
failed to do so."
Considering the Dominican Republic and all Latin American
countries, Correspondent Hall said,

By DICK DAVIN
San Jose State’s Academic
Council has adopted a recommendation endorsing the one-semester
contract for college-approved
housing.
The recommendation, introduced
by the housing committee, requests
Pres. Robert D. Clark to direct
the housing office staff to exclude
from the list of approved housing
those householders whose contract
exceeds one semester in duration.
The Academic Council also en-

"The South American countries
have to experience a social and
economic revolution to achieve advancement of the lower and middle
classes. When this happens, the
U.S. will have to accept the fact
that communists will enter in the
revolution," said Hall.
"American do not want this
because they want the South
Recent ASS presidential candiAmerican countries to become
democratic but these countries are date John Hansen manned a petinot predisposed to this form of tion booth atop a Seventh Street
platform yesterday from 11 a.m.
government "
to 3 p.m. "to present basic facts
about the Dominican Republic
revolution and to arouse student
indignation toward current U.S.
military policy and action," he
said.
He said response had been
"apathetic."
The junior English major had,
Students for Excellence in Educa- however, recruited by 2 p.m. five
tion (SEE) were the same.
donations of blood for the DominArmand Hernandez, CER’s pres- ican "Constitutional" forces--"The
ident, wrote council asking for U.S. calls them Rebel forces,"
reconsideration of CER’s recogni- Hansen said. He also gained 27
tion.
signatures on a petition protesting
During the session, which begins U.S. intervention in that war-torn
at 2:45 p.m. in the College Union, Caribbean hot spot.
315 S. Ninth St., council must also
Spartan Daily contacted the loact on the budgets of several cal, Four County American Red
organizations.
Cross Center at 440 N. 1st St.,
Biggest budget to come before
today’s meeting will be the Spartan Daily’s. Second largest is the
budget for the Homecoming Committee.
Homecoming’s budget was vetoed by Bob Pisan because it included $85 for an awards banquet.
The original request was $1,867
was returned to the Financial Advisory Board (FAB) for further
actio n. FAB’s recommendation
"The Press and the President:
will be announced at the council An Analysis of the Johnson Adminmeeting.
istration’s Relationship with the
John Hendricks, ASS president, Washington Press Corps" will be
will announce several new appoint- the subject of guest speaker Wilments and read the resignation liam F. Knowland. former U.S.
statements from the three advis- Senate majority leader, at toers to Sport acamp.
night’s annual Sigma Delta Chi
Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, asso- Deadline Dinner.
ciate professor of sociology; Dr.
The dinner will be held at 8
Fauneil J. Rinn, associate profes- p.m. at the House of Jade Ressor of political science, and Dr. taurant, 1350 Bascom Ave. A reBillie B. Jensen, associate profes- ception will precede the dinner
sor of history, resigned as advisers at 7 p.m.
to Spartacamp following council’s
Knowland’s talk will concern
rejection last week of Dan Dahlen the growing friction between
as Spartacamp director.
newsmen and President Johnson.
He will also compare President
Johnson’s relationship with the
"era of good feeling" with newsmen during the Kennedy administration.
Open to the public, reservations
may be made by calling the college
at 294-6414 Ext. 2337, or by calling
292-1964.
Tickets are $5 per person and
$9 per couple, and profits will go
national
Today is the first of three days to the Sigma Delta Chi,
professional journalism society for
of sales for Lyke magazine.
fund. Tickets may
The feature magazine will be on men, scholarship
at the door.
sale from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. be purchased
Knowland is presently the editor
for 60 cents, according to Iry
and publisher of the Oakland
Tiessen, editor.
He was an unsuccessful
Lyke is sold at four locations on Tribune.
candidate for governor of Calicampus: in front of Spartan Bookfornia In 1958, being defeated by
store, the cafeteria, between the
Edmund G. "Pat" Brown.
Library and the Speech and
Knowland was also chairman of
Drama Building and across from
the Goldwater California ramthr Music Building.
paign.
"The summer edition emphasizes
pictures," Tiessen said. "It contains more photographs than ever
before, a new concept in our everThe last day of regularly schedimproving format."
Lyke features two outstanding uled classes for the spring semesphotographic essays, an interview ter will be Wednesday, June 2.
Final examinations begin the
article with four SJS Negroes discussing racial discrimination, a following day and are scheduled to
little-heard view of the contro- last through Thursday, June 1.0,
Clraduat :on exercises are planned
versial Spardi statue and the Lyke
.
for Friday, June 11.

Collegians for Educational Responsibility (CER) will get a second chance for temporary campus
recognition in today’s final regular meeting of Student Council
this semester.
Council will hear a recommendation from Bill Clark, chairman
of the Campus Policy Committee,
to grant temporary recognition to
the group.
Earlier this semester CER’s recognition passed council, but Bob
Pisan, former ASS president, vetoed the request.
Pisano’s veto was made on the
grounds that objectives and prospective membership of CER and

Group I classes meet Daily, MWF. MTW, MWTh, MW, MF,
MTWTh, or W
Group 11 classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWh, MTTh, TThF, MIThF,
MTWTh, or TWhF.
To avoid conflicts in final examinations, students must not sign
up for two classes in the same group at the same hour. Also,
no student taking a foreign language should sign up for a 4:30
Group II class.
Test Date
Thursday, June 3
Thursday, June 3
Friday, June 4
Friday, June 4
Monday, June 7
Monday, June 7
Tuesday, June 8
Tuesday, June 8
Wednesday, June 9
Wednesday, June 9
Thursday, June 10
Thursday, June 10
Monday, June 7
Monday, June 7
Friday, June 4
Friday, June 4
Wednesday, June 9
Wedesday, June 9
Tuesday, June 8
Tuesday, June 8
Friday, June 4
Thursday, June 3
Last cls ming before Jun
Thursday, June 3
Monday, June 7
Tuesday, June 8
Wednesday, June 9

Test Hours
1:00-3:20 P.M.
3:30-6:20 P.M.
7:30-9:50 A.M.
10:00-12:20
10:30-12:20
7:30-9:50
7:30-9:50
10:00-12:20
10:00-12:20
7:30-9:30
10:00-12:20
7:30-9:30
3:30-5:50 P.M.
1:00-3:20
1:00-3:20
3:30-5:50
1:00-5:50
1:00-3:20
1:00-3:20
3:30-5:50
7:00-9:20
3:30-5:50*
3 5:30-6:50
7:00-9:20 P.M.
7:00-9:20
7:00-9:20
7:00-9:20

If desired, the time of this examination period may be changed
to 4:30-6:50 P.M.
Examinations for daily and four -day classes may, at the option of
the instructor, extend over the two examination periods which
they control.
No examinations are scheduled for the morning of Thursday,
June 3.
Special and make-up examiations should be scheduled for the
afternoon of Thursday, June 10.
Classes extending into more than one clas; period should be
examined as of the beginning of the first of these periods

dorses the "parietal rule." This
states: The president of a state
college with the approval of the
Trustees may require unmarried,
minor students of the state college, not living with a parent or
guardian, to reside in private
homes or other dwellings approved
by the college, or to occupy student housing facilities provided at
the college by the state.
STATE CODE
The rule is part of the State
Education Code.

The endorsed policy recommends
that the parietal rule be enforced
for all students except those who
either have 90 wilts of credit or
more, or have signed statements
from parents or legal guardians
requesting that the student be allowed to live in unapproved
housing.

and has been in the position by
action of the executive committee.

NEW POLICIES
A resolution requesting the California State Colleges to seek immediate implementation of new
policies regarding the number of
promotions available in any one
year at any one state college was
ADEQUATE SAFEGUARDS
passed.
The new policies would base the
The recommendation also states:
It shall be the responsibility of promotional determination at any
the housing office to develop proeedures and to institute adequate
safeguards to assure compliance
with these policies.
The Academic Council also electJune 2 will be the last day of
ed officers for 1965-66 to assume
publication for the Spartan
office at the close of the meeting
of June 3, 1965.
The final edition will highlight
Dr. Gerald Wheeler, professor
of history, has been elected chair- the 1965 graduation activities.
man of council. Secretary of the
There will be no Daily nor
where blood donations were to be council will be Dr. Gertrude Corclasses on Monday, May 31, In
made.
coran, associate professor of eleAdministrative Director S. F. mentary education, and Dr. Max observance of Memorial Day.
Giammona disclosed that 35 units Kramer, professor of mathematics,
had been donated early yesterday wil serve as chairman of the comby Berkeley students and two mittee on committees.
state college on a designated promore from West Valley College
motional rate for the state college
WATSON RETIRES
students, but strictly as "replacesystem.
ment" units. "One hundred units
Dr. Lawrence Lee, associate proIn addition, the determination
have already been extended by the fessor of history, was approved would be made in such a way that
American National Red Cross cen- by council as the successor to the the number of years served by
ter to the Dominican Red Cross unexpired term of Dr, James Wat- comparable assistant professors in
during the temporary truce, now son, associate professor of political the state college system before
in effect. The blood may be used science, who resigned.
being promoted to associate proat its discretion; the Red Cross is
Dr. Lee had received the most fessor will be similar in all state
a humanitarian, non-political or- votes after the three year terms colleges, according to the resoluganization," he explained.
were filled in the regular elections, tion.

Student Starts Petition
Protesting Dominican

Council To Consider
Recognition of CER

Finals Schedule

Group
Class Time
All Engl. A & IA
Foreign Lang. Dep’tmtls
7:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
0:30 A.M.
0:30 A.M.
1:30 A.M.
1:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.
1
2:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
I
1:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
I
2:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
1
3:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
I
4:30 P.M.
All
5:30 P.M.
7:00 P.M. Thursday
7:00 P.M. Monday
7:00 P.M. Tuesday
7:00 P.M. Wednesday

Aso. "

Final Daily

Knowland
To Discuss
LBJ Press

Lyke Sales
Begin Today
At 4 Spots

Classes End

MEASURING UP to the contours of the latest
sports car is Mary Ann Sawka, freshman accounting major and June Rulemate. Rule, Engineering
Division magazine, will go on sale today,
tomorrow and Friday in the Engineering Build-

ing lobby. Selling for 25 cents, Rule dedicates
its last edition of the semester to graduating
seniors with an article entitled "Marry Not an
Engineer."

Largest Yearbook in SJS History on Sale Today;
Advance Purchase La Torre Distribution Continues
Sale and distribution of the 1965 tween 400 to 600 copies" have been ministrators, the La Torre staff
La Torre, largest yearbook in SJS sold so far, David Turner, business and exchange colleges, leaving
history 1416 pages), began yester- manager, said.
1,200 unsold.
day on campus at 9:30 a.m. "BeTheme for 1965 is "La Torre
Student who have purchased
yearbooks in advance may pick up Goes International." Barbara Feltheir books at distribution tables ten is editor. Joe Swan, assistant
on the porch of the Journalism Professor of journalism, is the ad.
Building, outside the La Torre
.df ice.
Sales of tinnrdered hooks to stii
Defending heaxyuelght chamTop Prices
and faeultY members is cm,
pion Viissitis Clay retained his dents
ducted
in
front
of
Spartan
Book
for
hosing till.’ last night hs dropping Sonns Liston approsima tidy store and at the Student Arial,
Used Texts
from 9.30 a.m. I
one minute after the hell sound- Business Office
During
ed for MP first roil n d on a 3:30 p.m. Price of the book
$7.50.
knockout.
Finals
Julie :Menendez, 5.15 soccer
Out of the 3,000 copies ordered.
eni11.11 and 1.5. boxing 11.0211.11 for
1,700 have already been given to!
II..’ 194,0 Olympic team, comthose purchasing the lxx)k in ar1-1
mented last night that the Clay
sat
knockout punch was a sneak vanee. Approximately 100 COpio
are distributed free to campus a.i
right.

Cassius Retains
Heavyweight Title

Cal Book

4111111111111maranprr sosksewsr -ennicsotstintinig
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Live and Let Live

Writer Protests
Opinion on Viet Nom

By AL MASON

l’11F WAR ON POVERTY
I’m a litelicer in every man supporting himself through his own
effort and I don’t like federal handouts. If LBJ’s poverty war will
help decrease welfare -statism and make people more self-supporting,
:Ind he says it will, then I’m for it. But let’s look deeper.
WELFARE MAKES WORK UNNCESSARY
tan the one hand the government doles out billions of dollars in
welfare pa.sauents to make work unnecessary. It passes minimum
wage laws to cancel out many possible jobs and at the same time
makes automation the only road open to businessmen who have
work to be done, but can’t afford to pay standard wages. It allows
the states to have "closed -shop" laws which make it difficult for
the non-union man, however good a worker he may be, to get hired
even when jobs are open for which he is trained. It closes down or
restricts certain industries gold mining for example) and thus
throws thousands of workers out of jobs. Then that same government
by whose actions so much unemployment was created turns right
around and complains about poverty.
Perhaps It is only just that the government which contributed
so much to the creation of American Inuverty and unemployment
should try to correct the situation. But it Seems a gross contradiction
I’m- us to set up one more government agency to correct the problems created by other government agencies and actions. Why not
simply eliminate the real root of the problem: government interference with the free enterprise system. Outlaw "closed -shop" legisRed
o r eliminate the minimum wage, Cut down on welfare
lation. Reduce
payments. And allow suppressed industries to rise again. Millions
of jobs might thus be created and much of our poverty problem
would fade away. That’s part of the solutiona part LBJ has not
even begun to touch on.
TWO-PART PROBLEM
There is a second part to the problem: the povertystill substantial which would remain after the above steps were taken.
Heir something along the lines of VISTA ("the domestic peace
uarps"I would come in for a kind of mopping-up operation. But
VISTA as it is presently structured could not handle the job. What
is needed is a kind of agency to connect available jobs with available
job-hunters. If, say, a textile plant needs machine operators, that
industry might he very willing to train the unemployed on the job
to ulo the work that has to be done, especially if the costs are taxdc luctible. Thus industries directly benefited by the retrained workers would bear the cost of their tuitining, taking a load off the tax-

payer.

Even after this second step there may still be poverty, hut in
what a reduced proportion! Those most likely to remain in the state
of poverty probably would be those who are physically or mentally
incapable of rendering any productive benefit and those who are
too lazy It, (are. Such persons have always existed throughout history in, even the most prosperous economies, and they have genheen well enough sustained by private charity.
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Chanting Pickets
Protest Hearings

REDUCED CAR
RATES!

CHICAGO tUP11- -More than
400 chanting pickets yesterday

rr sit,*

tested the opening of hearings
by the House Committee on Uninterican

Activities

t HUACI

oh police began arresting the
demonstrators wholesale,

20 y
(-id males ...
S97.10 16 months)
Over 22 year old
s;ngle men ...
581.50 (6 months)
Your LOCAL a g ent ED
LION will be glad to discuss

More than 10 persons, white
! and Negro, were shoved into
paddy wagons outside the old
i S. Circuit Court of Appeals
! !lading where the hearings
)are in progress.
More demonstrators t h re w
alemselves beneath the paddy
agons. They shouted and
,Teamed, "Stop HUAC; stop
:112AC!" and "These hearings
e illegal!"

his Farmers Insurance group
rates with you.
5191 CAMDEN AVE.

Phone 269-5191
24 HR. SERVICE

The pickets began forming beu’ the hearings began.

BUY
CORTINA

Over 500,000 Others Did in 1964

Compon..,
Clark, in a Latss.Corann
Eon,

si

Week far Apr.l. It took Jimmy
minutes to lap the 4th place oat
3 hour sedan race at Sebring,

’

SO buy Cortina 1500 - Cortina GT
& Cortina Station Wagon

I
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It identifies Ihe protest
U.S. activity in Viet

Nam as "neo-isolationism." AbThose protesting are for

surd.

the most part staunch internaopposing not U.S. par-

tionalists,

ma’

_btlfd4s
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’Disgraceful DeficiiRacked Up in 1965’
It I St! 11 II.!iON
1 lilted
President John son is d osing
the gullible citizens with soothing syrup about his triumphs as
a careful custodian of the pulaie
funds. Li al saves the riiizotoii
tax dollars like a sailor saes
his month’s pay on a Saturday
night shore
It is now a matter of just
about six weeks before the spyernment racks up another 1k graceful fiscal year devicit. 1.11.1
proudly announced bust month
that the prospective deficit for
this fiscal year had been seduced by $1 billion. Thu, taw
estimate for a 1965 fiscal sear
deficit of only $5.3 billion.
ECONOMISTS FOOL PUBLIC
Only $5.3 billion! The alasshopper eC0110111iNls W111/ h
been guiding the politicians and
gulling the public over the past
30 years may destroy the American way of life before they
desahc’sruO
out of Washington and
into hiding in some dark ravine.
Franklin D. Roosevelt was the
first president to fall for the
buncombe peddled by the lag
spender economists.
THE TREND CONTINUES
FDR went through a period of
budget balancing whimsy. Ian
finally abandoned budget balancing altogether in favor of the
spendorama policies that continue to the present (lay. In
press conferences. FUR wundul
brandish that long cigarette
holder, smile his most chit :mina
smile and respond to questions
about deficits and the public
debt by explaining:
"Don’t worry. We owe it to
ourselves."
By that, FDR meant that
most of the government bonds
floated to pay the deficit spending bill were held by American
citizens. So sse owe it to ourselves. The sordid implication of
FDR’s airy complacency was
that maybe we wouldn’t need to
/sorry about paying the debt. If
that wasn’t the implication, then
the remark had no meaning at
all.
A CHOICE TO BE MADE
.
The facts are, ,a
the United States st, :s his
proaching the moment of truth
with respect to the vast nubile
debt which continues to accumulate on the treasury books. Thu)
time will come for an anguished
decision. Shall the United States
retire or repudiate its public
debt? That will he the choice.
Events will compel it decision
by reason if the liar,’ furls of

’1!),o an the
mud in teresu ,su the pilaw /lent
hur_ust -ansde
aoss aue a,ad
Pap)! or,I esp
ui, as:as .), mare thatt
’1111’

Next to Woolworth’s Garden
4855

Stevens Creel, Boulevard
Open eves. til 10 p.m all day Sat

Center
241-2095
Sun 11 to 5

OSt
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ytsii. is SI I
e:-.1 is
11111 V.
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’fbiril high 1.1thor
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11.1:er*s wildest (Ireiiths
lime column’, attack on St.\-nith St critiques of giuornment
it :Ley’ fail,: lu, re(,umi,. that
II lure %do, suppori
idoul: 110 hill riiriderhil
criticism of the mitiricit.,
(
ttic minority-, however violent
this criticism might he. The hallmark of d(!mocracy is not unthat is
chec I; I’
fascism hat dissent.
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Mi’s
. sit

Arinand Hernandez
President of (’ER
AS A 16982

They Don’t Like
’Daily’ Police Stories
tatitor:
We question

the policy of the
:-.:.airtan Daily in printing arrests
ua itudents before: tat arraign’ant: (Id a fair trial has taken
place; and tei it judge or jury
has decided the .guilt or inno-

Jan Show
A WM
Janet Treder
A 14053

Is there

Negro
Discrimination
f San Jose State?

tirqj..
ainne, nce
Sion is nol IF 1101.., 4 Iii
ollku !.! hut the .itI;
1,s1

CU.! President Gives
His Side to SEE issee
Editor:
1u a sur
Re Dr. atins,
dents may be intu
that I had been a,
the SEE leadership for app’. i’s’
4 weeks in an attenne :
resolving the fund iissue

fai’t

hill,

hiii

:1’t

if,

Whets

factual study in
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TODAY
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Cl

with It\ ing to dernorrati,
organization and other rnai
It is true that the SEE )
clique did not refuse to (la
the fund issue but neither a I
Its’ y really try to resolve it.
My questions concerning the
fund were met with evaahat, fahrications, and several offers by
SEE to make me a member of
the exec:it tive board which I
declined for obvious reanons. I
was gl:ai to see that after .1
weeks of ’Tatty bickering" and
many meetings, SEE’s adviser
and membee of AFT. (Sr Nina.

A

IAA’

g1,1

tuo., p!!ii!,
rou0.., of tile
arrest, the rt:Atir.11 and soonhuncous reaction is to
plating an

1.17,1*
794.2041
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"FATHER GOOSE"
"STRANCA BEDFELLOWS"
’ DONOVAN’S REEF"
(Fri Sat,, Sun. Only)

-fa-mot
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e
297.677t
1391. S0011-1 FIRST
It, Cita’, bvrtain - Y. Mlmieux

"JOY IN THE MORNING"
"7 FACES OF DR. LAO"
Student Rote

AVE 258-8144
SCREEN
"DIE, DIE, MY DARLING"
"MY BLOOD RUNS COLD"
"CODE 7 VICTIM 5"
1960 ALUM

ROCK

NORTH

SOUTH SCREEN
Dusk to Dawn Show

"SEX & THE SINGLE GIRL"
"THE PINK PANTHER"
"ENSIGN PU LVER"
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IF’ IT LOoKS LIKE A. BooK

I erday 41pfli,) ed the
rill ion’s 5:4.:17 uI lion fovea, ri aid hill after rejecting cvfI’
id tempt to cut funds or
restrict President Johnson’s handling of foreign policy.
11, s

ELL

Buy hri

TOP PRICES
FOR BOOKS
plus
10 tX BONUS
starting
June 1-11
Ct

GRADUATION
CARDS
Studio Cords
Cards for
All Occasions

PAUL’S
Greeting Card
Shop
Fountain

We realize that it is the right
of newspapers to print reports
of this sort, but we firmly believe that it is the responsibility
of a campus newspaper to take
into consideration the harmful
effects that the reports have on
the student. We think that the
Spartan Daily has a responsibility to inform its student public
of the relevant events of the day,
hut we do not believe that a
minor arrest is relevant until
the accused has been proven

We feel that the continuance
if this ladles! is extremely unoi r
dm arrest
like a ow!, i..1 u.n. If a coatin.:hatted tor any reason
comm, ails on the SJS I

iiiiS

House Approves
Foreign Aid Bill
it -1.1 The

34

For those who are near graduation, the chances for getting a
job are not exactly enhanced,
particularly in the field of teaching. A student found guilty is
one thing, but when he either is
found innocent or the charges
against Win are dropped, it is
too late to completely repair or
erase the clatnage done by the
publichy given his arrest via the
Spartan Daily.

1111’

.101i3:1

VzLIEsiaz:Y

granted the guilt of the student
involved.
After arraignment, and after
the trial has taken place, then
the arrest and the printing of it
wunild have soine significance.
Otherwise the only result is a
great deal of embarrassment and
damage done to the reputation
of the student arrested.

cence of the student involved.
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The interest buiraen 11111,1 ultiy to
mately beeorne t ou h
bear. The wretahea choice no, ill
be retire ur rcp.tiliatc. The bit?spending politicians nave created
rti.tat if t his enormous debt.
They buy votes with promises of
benefits and services for which
tiles are afraid to lax the vote’ s. They pay the resultant delulls by floating bonds, passing
on to your grandchildren and
mine the cost of government
se, vices rendered to us. That is
the asuy the politicians get them salsas elected and re-elected.
The fat -headed voters arc too
witless to realize that they are
being ilimflammed.
Ten years ago. in fiscal year
the p.lvr
enment spent $64. 3
billioa and Ian tip a $4.1 billion
denial larder the 1965 Johnsonlinunahray administration econumy i,
l’"tr111
:1, spending in this
year will he S91’ billion for
liii,. it deficit.
alas is ecanomy?
- -

Spartan Bookstore

St.

tra

31......o......r..

Trait

21,42,00.
IT’S GREAT TO BE
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Tapers.
AUTHENTIC IVY SLACKS

"With Credit OK, You May Drive
Away Today"

CALAME’S TRADE CENTER

ticipation in world affairs but
the involvement of American
military advent Urera and agents
provocteurs in internal affairs
the Vietnamese people, to the
eost of 30,000 Vietnamese lives
each year.
Bowman mentions the curtailment of political liberties in the
Third Reich. Thal this censorship included the silencina If
anti -administration voices on
campuses Is not mentioned. N,ur
is is mentioned that an admicktration somewhat less populia
this country than Hitler wa, it;
Germany maintains conceit) lotion camps for the interment
pilitical <Hs:41(4111s in the (..-1,1
of national emergency, nor :ha)
u.i
SAC is prohared ta
c..nanand it ;44,m.,....ide lies ond

or

Trade your present car even if you owe more
than its trade value

for

Chris

against

PR!CES START AT $1699 EQUIPPED,
$39.33 PER MO. WITH AVERAGE TRADE

automobile business
over 30 years in Santa Clara County

,11

man’s letter:

If every person who has purchased an imported car in the
past four years had taken a 5 mile ride in a Cortina or
Anglia 1200 sedan, this country would be overrun with
English Fords.

Harvey Calame in the

WI,

concerned himself with this matter; fortunately and lortuituusly,
his proposal was brought to me
5 minutes before the SEE general meeting a meeting which
SEE tlanight I was to level
charges against them - but I
and CER had decided to work
woh SEE so the proposal, on
I heir part, was unnecessary.
Nevertheless, I consented to the
proposal and decided to let the
fund issue be resolved quietly
and judiciously" so long ascertain
candit ions which allowed (’ER to
shus within SEE were met,
the free cdoeat ion matter which
SEE agreed to take out of the
preamble and which was later
leneged by SEE.

ts..r

trot,
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k
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Gef Nro,..4r A-1 No4ron Racer Slacks in Macy’s Tiger Shop
Iridescent shades of silver, tan, blue heather or

sAge gold in sizes 28-36

MACY’S
STIGER SHOP

(s1
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’My Fair Lady’ Sparkles on Stage Laryngitis

Sy DAL’ NI NI KEY
"Smashing, p.,
(lashing"
sings the Ascot chorus, and they
could well be describing the current production of "My Fair
Lady" presented by the Music
and Drama Departments.
Playing to sellout audiences,
’w SJS production treads on
0(1111 (well musical ground with
confidence and generates the
spark needed to successfully
stage any musical.
The Lerner and Loewe mile.
St
was sumptuosly mounted

in sets designed by J. Wendell
Johnson and lavishly costumed
by Berneice Prisk and Margaret
Ann Crain.
ESSENCE OF HIGGINS
John Beauchamp is the essence
of Henry Higgins as he builds
his "guttersnipe" into a princess.
His voice is marvelously suited
to the sing-talk approach that
audiences have come to associate
with the part.
Beauchamp sings "I’m an
Ordinary Man" with crisp delivery and vitality. He displayed

The Drama and Music Depts. Present:

MY FAIR LADY
by Lerner and Loewe
Tonight Through Saturday
Matinee 2:00 p.m. Saturday
p.m.

Curtain 8:15

College Theatre
SJSC Students 75e
Box Office Open 1-5 p.m.

$1.50 General
Phone 294-6414

GUITARS
Come In and See Our Quality
Spanish Guitars

a masterfully full and resonant
voice on "I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face," making it
a resounding triumph.
’SQUASHED CABBAGE LEAF.
As the "squashed cabbage
leaf,’ Susan Pierner sings with
guile and charm as Eliza. She
changes from a howling cockney
to a stunning international
beauty.
As Eliza’s roguish father addicted to spirits, John Worthington’s second act "Get Me to
the Church on Time" was a show
stopper.
WORTHINGTON MISCAST
However, Worthington’s height
made him seem physically miscast as the usually squat and
plump Alfred P. Doolittle. Also,
his unintelligible interpretation
of a Welsh accent cut holes
in the dialogue.
John Mockett as Col. Pickering was bland in a luke warns
charact (.riza tion which fort un-

ately required little singing.
One of the more pleasing
voices was Kenneth Sprinkle,
whose "On the Street Where
You Live" solo packed musical
wallop.
Musical numbers staged by
Carol Haws highly enhanced the
production of the "Ascot Gavotte," "Embassy Waltz" and
"Get Me to the Church on Time."
but allowed "With a Little Bit
of Luck" to fall flat.
Director Harold C. Crain gave
the show pace and adroit direction after the show got "off
the pads" with a slow opening.
Somewhat has sparkling on
opening night was the orchestra
under the direction of Edwin
C. Dunning.
EXCB88 VOLUME
At times Dunning let the orchestra blurt* out the lyrics with
excess volume, and too often
the brass took a flat and lagging
direetion all their own.

Strikes
Actor of ’Fair Lady’

By SHERRY BROWN
Elite Arts Editor
John Beauchamp, featured as
Prof. Henry Higgins in the current SJS production of "My Fair
Lady," has laryngitis.

’Music of India’ Presented
WednesdayinConcertHall
A concert of unusual music
will be presented by the Music
Department Wednesday at 10:30
and 11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall.
"Music of India" will be the
final program of the Music in
World Culture course presented

SPARTAN DtTLY-3

The Key
Facts
you reed
fer
Final
Exams
are on

Beauchamp, who has
musical scores for past lll’arrla
productions, including "Lysistrata" and "The Firebugs." is a
music major with vocal emphasis.
His marvelous performance as
Prof. Higgins is accomplished
through the excellent command
of his speaking and singing
voice.
According to Dr. Harold
Crain, professor of drama and
co -director of the play, further
scheduled presentations would
be canceled if Beauchamp’s condition fails to improve.
"We don’t even think about
it." he said, "howe..er. his condition is not serious enough to
warrant that consideration."
If all goes well, "My Fair
Lady" will be presented again
tomorrow through Saturday at
8:15 p.m. in the College Theater.

Plastic Speed
Summaries
"A" STUDENTS
USE THEM
BUT DON’T
TELL ANYONE

79.,
ONIY

OVER 50 TITLES

LYKE
Nudism in Words

Mrs. Judith Gerson is a graduate from the University of
Southern California in dance.
She has studied the dance
overseas with the Royal Academy of Ballet in London and
Paris Opera Ballet in France.

ON SALE TODAY
with . . .
Revealing articles
*Exciting pictorials
* Imaginative cartoons
* Intriguing women
* Inventive fiction
*

Folk Guitars with Nylon Strings
$17.95
JOHN BEAUCHAMP
. . . ill

Guitar Lessons by Bill Smith
of "The Preps"

Solo Auditions
Scheduled Friday
Symphony Orchestra solo au( I i Bons will be held Friday al
3:30 p.m. in Convert Hall,
cording to Dr. Gibson Walters,
professor of music.
Dr. William Erlendson will be
chairman of the auditions. All
SJS students are eligible.

CAMPI MUSIC CO.
60 S. 1st

293-9290

a

BUY IT!
In front of the:
Bookstore
Library Guad
Cafeteria
Women’s Gym, 7th St. Side

LYKE
(informative, exclusive,

entertaining)

VACATION

D

Coming Up

C.11
0
6V/

SUMMER
STORAGE
LOW STUDENT RATES
Clothing

Books

Sports Equipment

What Have You

MAYFLOWER

r,7

390 N. 2nd ST.
294-9424

-=*,

1%14-1

Shashi Khaitan will appear in tonight’s
MUSIC OF INDIA Mrs.
unusual music concert. Mrs. Khaitan will perform folk and religious
ballads on the Indian guitar.
by Dr. Gerard Knieter, assistant
professor of music.
Appearing in the presentation
will be Mrs. Shashi Khaitan performing folk and religious ballads on the Indian guitar.
A demonstration of Indian
dances will be done by Mrs.
Judith E. Gerson, SJS dance instructor.
An interest in musical instruments led her to accomplishments on the "labia" (Indian
drums) and the Indian guitar.
She minored in music at the
University of Allahabad where
she obtained her B.A. in English literature.
Her husband is currently
studying mechanical engineering
at SJS.

MISSES

WRANGLER

S-T-R-E-T-C-H
JEANS

CRICKETEER SUIT

69.90
Bank on
this blue chip
Mohair &
Worsted suit
for quick
returns in
comfort,
lasting shape.
Precise
tailoring
in new,
newest
Oxford Weave
fabric

v.

means more

Ascension

profit in
distinctive
good looks.

Thursday

Extra
dividend:
natural
shoulder

MASSES AT NEWIAAN CENTER

model.
Black.
Navy.

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER

Olive,
Putty.

79 South 5th Street
San Jose, California
295-1771
Mass times: 11:45 a.m., 2 p.m., 4 p.m., 6:30 p.m.

Now, one of your favorites from
Wrangler in cool, comfortable
STRETCH! True western cut lath
.ned in 10 oz. sanforized stretch
d.nirn . . 75% cotton, 25% nylon.
.n light blue, red, wheat, sailing blue
Ind denim blue.
Miss, ,iuls 8 18

Only $5.98
The Workingman’s
Store
218 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, Calif.

Charge it
to your
Super G"
account
take 12
months to pay.

G1R,ODINS
VALLEY FAIR SHOP MON. THRU FRI. ’TIL 9.30 P.M.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER SHOP MON., WED., THURS.. FRI. Ill 930 P.M.
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Graduate Reception

Wrdnexany, May 26 1965

DAUS

’Geology’ Poem Wins Grand Prize
From Phelan Literary Awards
k’er $1,100 in prize money was $100 grand prize for her poem,
awarded at the annual Phelan ’Geology.’
Literary Awards Banquet held
First place winners of $50
earlier this month at the SJS awards include: Sandra McPhercafeteria, according to Dr. Robert son for "Nickerson Ranch;" Rick
Maalward, English department Ferrie for ’The Feathered Sea;"
Naomi H. Clark for "Geology:"
head.
Mrs. Naomi H. Clark, graduate Martha Klemann for "Dopetopia;"
assistant in the English Depart-Billie Adams for "Yesterday’s
ment, was named winnt r of the Roses;" Rick Ferri for "The

Hunte r;" Page Brownton for
"Twain’s Ironic Remedy for the
’Sir Walter Disease’;" Vivien W.
Nylon for "The Family Hamlet:"
and T. F. Wrinkle for "Steppenwolf: Light From the East."
Second place winners of $35 Include: Naomi H. Clark for -The
Journey: Janos Starker at the
Cello:" Sandra McPherson for "A

All No.11..11.,0 has been sent to
all SJS graduates I baccalaureate
111.1411VS I

llf

SUMIller

through Spring 1965 to ;itblidill Mimi-nal reception in die
r’r ’liege Cafeteria on Friday, June
11, from 2 to 4 p.m.
Graduates will be the guests of
I q.IS President and Mrs. Robert
I t. Clark. Relatives and close
iends of the graduates are also
in:Mdist.

Eucharist:" Thomas DiPippo for
"The Land of Sur;" John Vargo
for "The Swamp Land:" Martha
Klemann for -The Reactionary:"
John Hansen for "The Time of the
Wind:" Mai& Adamich for "The
Thousand Flowers of Man’s Soul:"
and Gary L. Miranda for "Art
Versus Nature: Variations on a
Theme by Shakespeare."

CAL TJADER
Jazz or Noise?
Candidly told in

LYKE
ON SALE TODAY

livelier lather
for really smooth shaves!
1.00
lasting freshness
glides on fast,
never sticky! 1.00

OR(Voiti
cvo Pric)

ENTIRE STOCK

brisk, bracing
the original
spice-fresh lotion! 1.25

e-

Cadets Receive Awards
At President’s Review

440 tly

’ orAY.11

otH
ut...TON

A/CD/ile...with that crisp, clean masculine aroma!

CAL BOOK’S TEN STORE
BUYING POWER MEANS
EXTRA SAVINGS FOR YOU.

SJS president Dr. Robert D.
Clark presented Superior Cadet
Decoration Awards to four mem-1
hors of the SJS ROTC Cadet I
Brigade in the annual President’s
Review ceremonies yesterday afternoon, on the women’s athletic.
field.
The awards are laised on qualities of li.ailcrship, moral character
and availemic excellcuce. and :ire
presented Icr in uistanding cadet
from each cla,:s ;II the end of each
year.
This year’s winners are cadets
Ronald 1.. I,oke, Norbert L. Kenyon, Stephen L. Phillips, and
Thomas 13. Cameron.
Members of the Cadet Brigade
took dart in the formal review.
Winners of the awards were selected by a five-man board headed

50% 10%
On Books Used Next Fall
Plus: Top Prices for Discontinued Texts

10th & San Carlos
to open soon

CAL BOOK

I/2 Block Off Campus
134 E. San Fernando

MUST GO
reg. 4.98 NOW 2.99

Icy Lt. Col, Carl W. Me, professor
of military science.
Other awards include the Association of the U.S. At-my
presented
to Cadet Peter A.
Grundvig.
The Reserve Officers Kssoclation Medal went to three cadets
Jackie ’I’. Mayekawa, Gold Wind:
James R. Bruch, Silver Med,,I II
Richard D. Brinkley, Bronze
Four Chicago Tribune Meclo!
were won by cadets John F. Balc
and Ronald W. Mosher, god,
medals; and cadets John P. Rock hill and John W. Whitman, silver
medals.
Cadet Daniel A. Biondi was
awarded the Zane Medal, presented
by the commander of the San
Jose post of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars.
The Daughters of the American
Revolution Medal was presented
to cadet Paul T. P,eichle.

reg. 5.98 NOW 3.79
reg. 6.98 NOW 4.49
reg. 7.98 NOW 4.79
reg. 8.98 NOW 5.49
Cotton - Dacron - Cotton
SOME PRESS - FREE!
(over 250 pr.)
ALL SALES FINAL

MA NN
HAUS
TIONAL Cinn,PS
419 Town 8, Cou., ,

BUILDING

243-3352

PRAIDED
HAIR
PIECES
Choose From 18 Colors
Popular Prices
DONALD RYAN
. . . Director of Financial Aids

’57 ASB Pres
Now Financial
Aid Director
In 1957 when Donald Ryan was
ASI3 president :it SJS. the financial aids program had about $200,000 to allocate to students for
scholarships.

Annex at

WASH
PANTS

--Pnorc by Steve Starr
CADET HONORED Pres. Robert D. Clark presents a Superior
Cadet medal to Stephen L. Phillips, one of four recipients honored
at the annual President’s ROTC Review yesterday.

Today this program works with
near $2 million. Ryan is now Director of Financial Aids and a
c6mpletely new department has
been created to handle the increasing amount of money in scholarship programs.
Next year, through the Financial Aid Program, SJS students
ill receive eve one million dolls in National Defense Student
Emergency short term
ns granted will amount to
,100.000 and $500.000 will he alioted through the work-study pro tam. Fifty thousand dollars will
gi en in scholarships.
Ryan entered SJS in 1954. Ile
ntary education in 1959 and his
A. from SJS in counseling and
:uidance in 1962.
He became a member of the
staff in 1960 as assistant to the
dean of students. Working in that
capacity, Ryan handled much of
the program that he is heading
now, though its continued expansion has called for the formation
of a separate department.
Commenting on changes at SJS.
Ryan said, "Students are more interested and sophisticated; ASP
provides a broader scope of services than 10 years ago."

-.P.I2rAnmircir
518 So. 10th St. at William

Phone 292-5502

ILASKAIKZDJZIOL

Going Summer Cycling?
Set’ 11,-,

4,C

for towing’ hikes. equipment
and information!

68 years of service to Santa Clara Valley. See us for qualify and safety
at competitive price,’ Guaranteed productswe
service what we sell.
Peugsepoefed$69dre.9.5and $79.95. A sharp
’19PP‘
lO
iler bike with 27"
wheels and 21", 23", 24" and 251/2"
frames. Featuring Mafac center-pull
brakes with dural hubs and handle
bar stem. New Simplex Prestige Derailer,

Normano 10-speed derailer
bike with 26x1)/a" tires, 21"
frame.

Steyr (the makers of Mercedes
Rena automobiles) 3 -speed lightweight bicycles: Men’s a n d
Ladies ... set up adjusted and
guaranteed

Special $49.95

$39.95 and up

DESIMONE’S
CYCLE AND TOY SHOP
Established 1896
72 SO. 2nd ST.

I.

CY 3-5808 CI
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Hu Mpha
Sigma
.
s One Aay Service Given Recognition
01s Campus Club
" WO RK ’
OF
ART k
O

.1

AlP11.1

11111.Sing

ulajors club, has recently been gis en campus recognition. The newly
,rganized group, headed by Jane i
tlaribaldi, has 198 charter memas
hers.
Other recently elected officers
include Barbara Fain, vice president; Sandra Ihde, secretary; and
.
SWeilieee
Joan Cary, treasurer. Joyce Sum ’rc I ’""1liters will be chairman of the mem()or Specialty
bership committee. Gail Hansen
vill head the program committee.
Liz VanLingen was chosen to be
CARD
DISCOUNT WITH ASB
ehairman of the projects committee and Sue Popmu was selected
to head up the publicity committee.
(lean f’S
Activities for this semester have
included several business meetings
t.3. 98 E Santa Clara
293 1030
b, and a farewell picnic honoring the
-1- graduating students.

k In

nited Radio & T.v. Supply Co.
wHol.EsALE DisTRIBuTotts
HI -11
ELErritoNic PAWN
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
9l9
79
49
79
49

1425 W. San Carlos Street
Cypress 8-1212

Open Evenings
Till 9 P.M.

WHAT’S BUGGIN’ YOU?
NEW
DIRECT RADIO - TELEPHONE SHOW
Sunday thru

From Our Stage
10-12
Thursday

Featuring

Floor Phone

John Lester,

CY

!MBA 1430 K.C.

2-5252
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52
Mee

Midnight
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Market
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Isn’t Style in Housing
As Important As Style In

A

1.

Clothing? ...

4P

Wtt
include
and
furnished
All apartments are tastefully
all-electric kitchens with ample refrigerator and
freezer space. Dishes and silverware are also provided.
Laundry facilities include I Sc washers and dryers which
run a full forty minutes for a dime.

CRESTWOOD MANOR
643 SOUTH 8th ST.

MNIM

Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
SUMMER HOUSING
June thru August 30, 1965
,
IletepiiiiiiiiV;11/7/%3411
Laiwalk

Prices start from
$70 per month
FIA F?TA IV
E NITA L._
4

414 E. William
\

1
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Three SJS Men To lIqfc
4,000 Miles This Summer
I

60-DAY TRIP
"We expect the trip to take
about 60 days. We will try to
travel as far as we can on some
days and then rest during the
others," he continued.
They intend to travel light and
will take only two bicycles tone
will be a tandem), clothes and
perhaps a rifle.
"Our expenses shouldn’t exceed
$100," Bitts added. "We’ll sleep in
local jails, or wherever we may
fall. If it rains -well, then we’ll
get wet."
, The three all speak Spanish, so
they do not expect a language
problem.
; "We intend to bring greetings
’ from the major of San Francisco
’Mayor John Shelley) to the
mayor of Panama, and also from
San Jose mayor I Dr, Joseph
Pace) to the mayor of San Jose’s
sister city, San Jose, Costa Rica,"
Bitts explained.
MS SCROLL
"We also plan to bring a scroll
signed by as many SJS students
as care to, expressing a message
of goodwill from our students to
the students of Latin America," he
added.
"It is of particular importance
to all three of us that we make
this trip now." said Reyes, "This
’nay be our last opportunity to
make such a trip before graduation, work and marriage."
"Such a travel program would

Home Economists
To Meet Tonight
The SJS Home Economics Chapter will hold its last meeting or
the semester tonight at 7 in HI.
Mrs. Winifred Stein, the home
adviser for the University of Calif orni a’s agricultural extension
service, will speak on "Furnishing
Your First Home."
Mrs. Stein writes a weekly column for the San Jose Mercury.
She recently conducted home furnishing courses at the Emporium
department store.
Tonight’s meeting is open to all
students.
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By ROLAND ZECHNIEISTER
Three SJS men will bicycle to
Panama this summer with the
hope of spreading American goodwill.
The three are Raphael HerediaReyes, Robert J. Hilts and Dan
Barklind.
!-a br the trip was born
.d a !oval cannery.
:I
!,
lieyes. "Last sumand I were
’ Sr Jr,11
!,,u lb- -iddkin shift in one
ot ht. i. .1.,arteries. One night
:rod to Iran that we should
s
do ,rtnethinLt different next stunner 11965) like taking a trip to
forekn lan.1, such as Panama.
"We faced the choice between
going back to the canneries or
taking the trip. It took us--oh--five
seconds to deekle in favor of taking
the trip. Later, during the fall
semester, I met Bob t Bittsi. I
told him of our plans. He, being
;lower in making up his mind.
took aoout seven seconds to decide
to join us!"
EXTENSIVE TRAVELERS
All three men have traveled
extensively on their own in the
past.
"In my younger days, I used
to do quite an extensive amount
of hitch -hiking," said Raphael. "In
the past, I have hitch-hiked from
San Francisco to my native El
Salvador three times and seven
times from San Francisco to
Mexico City. Once, I made it to
El Salvador in 10 days and spent
only $6.50. Hitch -hiking can be a
matter of luck."
Reyes, who spent six years in
the U.S. Army, has also traveled
t hroughout Germany, Japan,
Korea, Mexico, Central America,
Alaska and Hawaii.
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Bills, a 30-year-old graduate in
mechanical engineering, has traveled to Canada, Nicaragua, Mexico,
Panama, Guatemala and El Salvador. He has also been to Europe
twice.
Barklind, a 19-year-old sophomore Spanish major, has traveled
throughout the United States and
Mexico.
The three travelers are well
qualified to withstand the rigors
of the trip. Reyes has hiked extensively in the past. Bitts rowed
crew w hile attending Stanford
University. Barklind lettered in
football, gymnastics and track
while in high school and was last
year’s SJS Turkey Trot winner.
As for their itinerary, they
expect to be traveling through
"every Central American country
between the United States and
Panama," aceording to Barklind.
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L)Vt GATES HAVIIJ6 WOE 1,14.7 PANCAICES-CNLYI Cr 15 VAPETTES AT

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
San Jose- 1415 S. 1st, Santa Clara- 1680 El Camino Real

DOVT
PANAMA BOUND - Three SJS students will be bicycling their
way to Panama this summer. They are (I -r) Raphael HerediaReyes, Robert Bitts and Dan Barklind. The purpose of their 4,000plus mile journey will be to carry with them goodwill from the
students and people of the United States to the students and
people of Latin America. On their journey, the three cyclists
will encounter almost every kind of terrain, from rugged mountains to jungle clearings.
do much to better international
relations and to increase understanding among the different peoples of the world and would be
a great aid in promoting international peace and friendship,"
Barklind commented.
The three travelers are not sure

"SYNDICATE"
4)1
SOI ND

of how they will return .ro»,
r
Panama.
"We will not he using hicycicon our return trip," Reyes point,’
out. "If at all possible, we hop)
to return to Stun Jose a coupl.,
of %seeks hefore school begins

GUEST STARRING
THIS:
FRIDAY 28 - S. J. Civic Auditorium with
"Paul Revere and the Riders"

Return VISTA Applications

SATURDAY 29 - Danny Thomas Dance at
the Hawaiian Gardens

Immediately to

SUNDAY 30 - Memorial Day Dance at the
Coconut Grove, Santa Cruz

STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE
ADMINISTRATION BLDG., RM. 242
ATTENTION: MRS. MARY ELLEN RODGERS

Co-Rec Tonight
Wed., May 26
‘,1191111111111Neer-.Alex
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NoMembershipCard
Everyone Welcome!
l
refil/11V
Use Our Layaway- ,I ,
BankAmericard,
National
Charge or Cash
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RODS iciEELS
MITCHELL
SPIN REEL
Fresh
Water
Pg. 19.95

9 99

Station
4 AAGD

399

KID’S
OUTFIT

COMBINATIONS IN 30
DyNA
TRUE TEMPER
REEL
AND
BLUE
ROD

1.99
Cook Set Portable

’304

12 pc. 499
Alum
Reg.
8 95

FLOOR SAMPLES
WHITE STAG
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yzIgi
50
599
PUP TENT
50 JR.
1499
CABIN
7.7 JR.
1 (99
LARGE VARIETY UMBRELLA I U
ONVERSE CHUCK TAYLOR

Ni

BASKETBAll
SHOES
REG. 8.00
SIZES
6 TO 14
WILSON
KROYDEN
SPA! DING
MacGREGOR SPORTSMAN
1991 Odd
J
I Woods

r99
3
/

99
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ev.., NINA Axesc

TA IN VIFV1,1

1299 EL (AMINO

OPEN ’TIL. 94=

YORKSHIRE’’’.
7-5709

SUNDAY 10-5

SATURDAY 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
xemammesummeam

ROD/REEL I BOOT

Rod - Reel
Nook Line
Sinker

IMI!SW

Putters
from

ANN,Nek)

Lnd

-964;9"

FISHING LINE
Nylon
c
Mono fil.

69

Lge. Spools

LOOSE HOOKS

5c

399

SLEEPING UGS
SPECIAL GROUP

SAMPLE BAGS.
Some only 1 or
2 of a kind. 2-, 3.
4.1b. fill,
UP
Values to 29.50
SPECIAL 5 LB. FILL
36 x 80
-4 LB MILIUM 40 x BC
oversized Reg 32.50
4-11s. DOWN BAG, GI 16.90
6 LB. KING SIZE
42. 84 Reg. 39.50

99

11 99
14.99

PKG.

9

REG.
1.95

THERMOS
Stove 2 -Burner
1299
Reg.
24.95
.11IN

FLIES
;

CREELS

STOCKING
Reg
21.901E00T 1.99 Plugs 8 Lures Reduced
STATION
THERMOS
LANTERN
WAGON
Air
99
I
-MAN
4
3
99
RJeog h. n r
Mat.
Reg.
New
1
17
45
77
tress
norn...n3
6 95
2-MAN 29.99
Reg. 5.95

LIFE RAFT

WIVELS

(;A

3e- -

99C
BERNZ-0MATIC
Propane
ISOIreer Stove

19.99

Mr"

WM-Mk

298e9g5.
4.41.3

4k:0S

99c 6.1. Mess Kit 69c ,Windbreak 605
Canteens
6.99
97c Camp Stools .. 88c 4x6 .. 1.99 5.7 .. 3.99
Scout Axe
Lantern
.. 1.99 Tent Stakes ... 15c 6.8 ... 4.99
7.9
5.99
G. I. Shovel . 1.99 Machetes
1 99 800 7.99 10.12 11.99
GA. Mattes
1.49’Ammo Boxes 99c 12x14 16.99 14.16 23.99
Water Bucket 99c.Ponchos
1,:9,9,1cPlaarstcicovCeorver 9x12 . 99c
Knap Sacks .. 99c Pistol Bells
5.99
Gold Pans
1.29 Hunting Knife 99c:Boat Cover
7.99
emmanemeemeselmsesamens.e...miemmommok.
SURFBOARD Blanks 4 n991 WET SUITS
a Reg.
F:nish It Yourself 17 I Surfer JArKEY 1 2.97 19.95

1V.99 NAUGAI-IYM I FOAM RUBBER
AND OTHER UPHOLSTERY FABRICS. Reg.
3.00 to 12.00 yd.

79Polyurethene Foam
EVERY SIZE 8 SHAPE
NoChaSpedaIS,g

BUY-SELL-TRADE ..1 "5"31"1
GLOVES
STARTER EU GUNS and
MEN’S OR WOMEN’S
c
Includes
VI

5-Irons
2 -Woods .

?-409c1,ix-?,AM,I1UNITION%
M

Alf

IIFS JACKETS
CUI.4:11N5

f?.79

fl"
65.00’
0,111)MNBAWNE 71;AZONAMANWRiSikagaliiiiiZi;;;;Z:h//;wak/

;
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Baseball Films Run
A "post - season" instructional
audio-visual clinic will be held tonight at 7:30 in room 201 of th.
Men’s Gym.
Two films will Ix- shins
"Better Up," whir:.
entitled ’’Bet
the current major league 1,.,
stars in action. The other f:
"Strike Three," shows the top
j(w league pitchers.
The clinic is sponsored by tin Men’s Physical Education Department under the supervision of

Howard’s Tavern squeezed by
Hard-hitting Howard’s Tavern
quelched ATO yesterday to grab Delta Upsilon :i-1 in the other
semi-final game to get a berth in
the slow -pitch All -College chamthe championship playoff.
pionship in a best of three-game
Delta Upsilon made it to the
series.
semi-finals, thanks to a last inning
The Tavern nine bounced AT() two-run triple by George Fredrich,
4-3 in the first game and rallied which gave DU at narrow 4-:1 vicin the second to garner an 8-3 tory over Allen Hall.
decision.
The Beavers won the IndependPiKA rolled over Sigma Nu to ent fast -pitch baseball championcapture a 6-0 championship vic- ship Monday by defeating the Anitory in the Fraternity playoff.
mal All -Stars 12-2.
Rich Knobles hit a three-run
triple in the first inning to give
Alpha Tau Omega a shot at the
championship. ATO went on to
score two more runs that innine
to give them a 5-2 win over Phi
Mu Chi in the semi-final round

Tau Delta Phi Sets
PreJidents Meeting
is

Pill,

11,11

11,11. ,1

-holastic society, is holdin._
nig...sing for all new president,
and vice president elects today at
3:30 p.m. in CH163.

Artist Supplies
Stock Picture Frames
Huge Selection of Prints
al

Cassius Decks Liston
With a Sneak Punch

Sims 1916

S. 2nd Street
and Valley Fair Center

SAN JOSE

FORETCH CAR SETilliCE
Expert repairing for
All Makes and
rfc
Models
Engines

By ROI

!I NH
1.1 IZ
.;
.
who speatis Engli!,h
u it h the dialect of a native-born
San Franciscan, Yit Louie began
his tennis career while serving a
five-year tour of active duty %%WI
the United States Army.
;
"Actually, I started playing tennis at Galileo High School (where
Yit, who also lettered in lightweight basketball in his junior
year, held the number three spot
ii the ;Irsity t,nnis te,m in his
A n.r.

WITH A.S.B. CARD!

All Foreign and Sport Cars
E)
180 S. Market St
mita
Across From Park

286-1100
,

Murad, Maurice Compton, Tim
RELAY RUNNERS (14) Lloyd
Knowles, and Tom Gardner. They all have contributed heavily
to the SJS track team’s outstanding relay times. Murad, at 32,
is the fastest runner in the world for his age. Compton is one
of of the best baton men in the nation, Knowles was a member
of the victorious 880 relay team at the Fresno Relays, and Gardner was a member of the 440 relay team at Fresno which ran 40.1.

v
;is surpri,
"1 think I ,
as everybody else viten he knocked
out slow, 40-year-old Liston in the
first round with his sneak right
hand punch." said Clay’s 1960
Olympic boxing coach Julie Menendez.
"The handwriting was on the
wall for Liston, however, because
Clay would soon have worn him
out:’

Varsity Tennis Team Captain Yit Louie
Loses Only One Match in 1965 Season

Tune-ups Brakes
Garbs General Repairs
Transmissions

STUDENTS: 10. OFF

ag
You
rela
(tutal

hue,
ghtl
:
of d
wi II
It
I

Added Attraction

I

112

4st

Kent Mat-so:ill and Bruce Hancock combined to pitch a onehitter for the winners.
Pitcher Junior Esteves of the
Animal All -Stars was the victim
of shoddy fielding which accounted
for eight unearned runs.
Jim Morris hit a home run for
the Beavers to lead a five -run
fourth Inning.
Tomorrow, the Beavers will play
the fraternity champion at 3:45
for the All -College Championship.

"King of the Road"
ROGER MILLER

I
I
PITT

AIL

May 26. 1961

Howard Nine Grabs Title

Walt McPherson and baseball
’coach hi Sobczak.
admission will be charged.

ES

Werincivlay,

N DAILY

ssk

lad

junior 3(’.0r, and was number one
While stationed in Africa, wIt
man In his senior year), but it was he spent two years, Yit won the
in the Army, while stationed in local post tournament at Asmara.
Africa, that I began playing seri- Eritrea, and the Italian Tennis
ously," the 28-year-old senior elec- Club Tournament at Entreari.
trical engineering major said.
"I continued playing tennis for
After graduating from Galileo the rest of my term in the service," said Yit. "Following my two
High In 1953, Linde entered the
Unierisity of California. Berke- years in Africa, I was transferred;
to the Philippine Islands for three
ley, for three sentesters, where
he played tennis on wet-kends. years."
Then. Louie entered the Army,
In the Philippines, 1.011e 511111
in which he was a staff sergeant the
l’onrnatnent and the
in the Signal Corps.
Prolific Area .Sir Force Tourna-

N111Ilana=Mar

KST
LUCK

EZAMS
COMO

ment at Clark Air Rase in
ss here lie also 551,11 I be
doubles nit,’ Gene Waters,
rent number OIle man on the
Peppertlitte varsity tennis team.
Upon separation from the Army,
Yit returned to San Franeisci
:l..re he attended San Francisco
:y College (SFCC) for one se--ter, just prior to entering SJS.
That was the year Bobby Siska
o,n ranked tenth in Northern
efornia, and at I s o nationally
:.kedi. and my present SJS
.mmates, Rich Anderson, Bob
lnio and Gordon Miller, were all
. the SFCC team," Yit recalled.
was number seven man on the
on and, as such, seldom had the
:Torttinity to play."
That year, Louie entered the
thinese Nationals (held in San
Francisco for tennis players of
Chinese deseent I
again in

in

bitt ti

Thursday May 27, 8:30 p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets $2.50. $3.50, $4.50
On Sale: San Jose Box Office
CV 5-0888
40 W. San Carlos St.

5

Get a show-off tan
with SEA & SK/
land skip the sunburn)
also

Wildest Suntan Stuff
ever invented !
New Tanfastic Dark -tanning Oil $1.39

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
291-91:U

lOtli and Santa Clara

SAN JOSE NEEDS
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
Starting Salary $525 Per Month. After six
months $551 Per Month. If you are a graduating senior in Business Administration, Economics, Political Science, or related fields,
investigate this excellent opportunity in City
Government. Applications are now being accepted in Room 211, City Hall, 801 N. 1st St.

1963, and

1964, and made the

..e1111-1111111%

Herb Alpert’s Tijuana Brass

times.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I, a s

ear. hi. also qualified for the
Tour-

San Francisco City
nament

and

the

Santa

Crne

Tournament.
Louie entered SJS in the Itill
if last year, winning the SJS in t ramurals Tennis Tournament.
This season, he was elected captain of the Spartan varsity tennis
team, and has lost only one match
all season that one to Craig
Raise of Stanford.

10%
Highest
from
June ist

l)rices
for
Books

Julie II iii

COLLEGE MEN
SUMMER HELP
A limited number of applications are now being accepted
for 11-13 week summer employment in sales.
Internationally known concern with
offices in all principal cities.

Lost year those accepted
averaged over 5130 a week
38 SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDS RANGING
FROM S200-52,000
3 SCHOLARSHIPS
AWARDED WEEKLY
Pleasant, constructive work,

it BOOKS

all cars furnished.

SPARTAIN BOOKSTORE
"RiOs i

Campus

a,

Call
MR. A. L. MERCER
362-6468, San Francisco
or
834-3626, Oakland
297-6680, San Jose
ALTERNATE PAT PLANS:
Starting Salary $520 per month
or Straight Commission
In

those accepted after 3 day
indoctrination period.

HOWARD LEE APARTMENTS
Now Contracting for Fall

YEARLY RATES

per G!RL

Fall Semester
Spring Semester

195"
$175001
(if paid by

12/1/65)
Four girls to an apartment
Furnished 2-bedroom apartments
Independent Housing
Recently constructed
No part of any large housing corporation
Includes all utilities except PG&E

HOWARD
LEE APARTMENTS
495
of 11th and William
E. William (Corner

CY 8-6381 (Day or Evening)
Malaral

Tom Smith , Long, Tali and Bold
It) ART SINIBILItt
ly Sports Editor
Last year at the West Coast Relays in Fresno, a freshman 440
runner named Tom Smith ran
against Bob Totem. of Brigham
Young. (Totemr has run a 45.7 mile
relay leg this season.1
We broke the tape simultaneously," said Smith. "We were both
timed in 46.5; Tobler received a
gold watch and I received a belt
buckle. It helps to know what time
of day it is, and you can’t tell time
with a belt buckle."
According to 5.15 track coach
Bud Winter, Smith Is capable of
breaking the world record in the
100, 110, and 440 -yard dashes

GIRLS!

helot., ht. groluates. This y ear
his hest times :Ire 9.4, 1110; 20.6,
220 (He has :whieved this 220
mark three times and has run a
MB relay leg); and a 46.1 mile
relay leg.
After running a 45.13 unofficially
in a mile relay leg and a 46.5 open
quarter last year, track fans
locked forward to see lit g Tom
threaten the world record in the
440 this season.
Winter, however, realized that
due to the heats and the little time
interval between the 220 and the
440, it would be an impossibility
to run both events in the NCAA.
When Tom didn’t improve his
high school time of 9.5 in the
100, however, skeptica talked incessantly about how Sm it It
looked like a 440 runner, walked
Ilk,’ a 440 runner, and sl hint
he running the 100 under any
circumstances.

NI,O

1 %%Ili eitile:

tnel

trsdree.".1-."i

ION 9

else." The instant the gun soul,.
ed he bolted from the blocks. "His
time of ill is -just the beginning,"
said Winter.
In addition to running high
school times of 9.5, 11.1 straightaway, 47.3, and broad jumping
24-6, z. TOM was also considered
one of the outstanding basketball players In Northern California. Ile started for the Spartalmbe cage team, but missed
six weeks of the track season
when he pulled a hamstring
totoole while hroad jumping in
the first meet. The injury uas
partly due to the emphasis on
different tumuli.% shortly after
he made the transition Iwtwetn
the two sports. Thus he decided
I.. concentrate on track entirely.

Tom’s 46.5 was the best freshman time in the nation, thus he
was eligible for the AAU meet.
"Before the race entrants were an Look and
One of the frequent criticisms nounced," said Tom, "I stepped out
was Tom’s star t Was to,, SIOW, of my sweats and a newspaper
Last week, however, the day he- man, who noticed the SJS on my
Feel Like
tore the meet, Smith remarked to uniform, realized I was from Celine in confidence. "Tomorrow, I’m fornia and proceeeded to interview
a New
_""oing to run 9.4. ’Dr.’ Winter and me. I told the man all he wanted
have spent long if ..ii’ perfeetint_tr. know, and then I said excuse
Woman
s sir. hut I have a race to run.
-SOIrle people call this conceit,
This
-d I call it confidence. I stepped
my lane modestly, then the
.for
..eliouncer said, ’May I have your
Summer
attention please. Featured in the
A
I first lane is the all-time great Ulis
Williams.’ I looked over my shoulder and suddenly I felt ill. I was
Come in to"d struck to pay attention to the
)1,k
He, names.
day and let us
’The starter began his comstart you on a
mands. ’Runners come to your
. Wad-oias
marks, get set,’ and guess who
vs your pea
We lib
figure program that will
jumped out. Ile called us back.
AAAAA to B
and tilt.
repeat t11 his c,))))
bring a smile to your
to 12
race Wit, till. I felt good for the
/ 11
face for those Bathing
$9.95 to
first 100 yards and wits 111 the
524.95
thick of the race in the backSuit Days ahead.
/
stretch. But on the curve there
Swing into spring with
Was a pounding te my left. On
charge accounts
the home stretch the pounding
trim youthful figure
Open thurs. ’til 9
got loudir and the crowd went ,
SAN JOSE
wild. When the crowd stopped
yelling, the pounding also ceased.
HEALTH CLUB
‘;,it only did Ills Williams pass :
9th and Santa Clara
10 L SAN ANTONIO
up, but three others did also.
CY2-3041
Call 295-9910
ItNtrn5o.11 Ss. Jew
My 47.3 was fifth place and first
play.. was 46.8. I was so shook
it, that 1 missed a special 440
race. I thus missed the opportuW. C. LEAN JEWELERS-61 YEARS IN SAN JOSE
nity to go to the Olympic trials
in New York.
"I was disappointed in my early
season 100 times, but 1 have
enough faith in my own ability and
the coaching of ’Dr.’ Winter to
tp.
know that I will soon run 100
times I can be proud of. The first
thing ’Dr.’ Winter taught me was
\
form. He made me realize that
..
the length of my legs could be
used to my advantage if I kept my
knees high at all times. The next
major contribution was to keep the
ser!Iffsor-Us9
anatomical parts of my body loose.
In my opinion, he is the best sprint
rings as coach
I have ever met."

..7" %r,T xx: 17
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Little mermen A Sight To Behold
Nlichigan, Indiana, Illinois, and
By DICK MICHELS
Can you imagine anybody run- Missouri. 5.15, one of the it.1
ning a 10.3 100 meter dash, equiv- tion’s track and field tamers,
alent to a 9.4 hundred, and losinie: wes :tbst intirested in M it Ile.
\I ter a long summer ot
Wayne, Mighty Mite, Ilermen, who,
according to his coach, Bud Win- -.1,1.’ Ping all possibilities, he ..4ter, is one of the greatest sprinters 14.1.led 845.
for his size, in the history of the ’ "Besides a fine coach in Bud
the world, has done so. Wayne not Winter, San Jose State offered

to pre-season cross country run, ning, Wayne has run one of the
fastest 220 times in the nation this
year. His 20.7 is just tine-tenth
of it second off Ti,,,, Smith’s 2044
"The pressure In college track
is terrific. Once you’ve Illttle still

peMitr

,peet

N1111

and better. If
w ter u h 9
along uilis fine
really get you
but it can also
you."

I,,

iii,

hettitf

don’t, they
This pressure.
competilhol. can
up for a race,
take a hat out of
011

’

STUDENTS
If you want

a good

summer job, call Mr.
Johnson at 293-4982
between 9:30 and 11:30

A.M.

Special Interview Work

AINTE CI kiln’. HOTF.1

l’Ifr’s1".\ 1-

. .

iplitt
B-

,Shoes

1 vi;
al.S
-I
tcheos.Mtd-heels1

Terms arranged

beautiful as
the purpose for
which they were
made. To be worn
with love.
Prices from $200
depending on
the size of the
center stone.

Moving?

Local or Long Distance. Professional handling of your
delicate china, glassware and
furniture. Sanitized vans and
pads.
Call

Red Line Carriers
298-1088

W.2.LEAN
L

"CC.)

etveleri
N and JUNG
SINCE 1904

for free estimate
Agent United Van Lincs

First and San Fernando Streets - Downtown San Jose
Slap ThLasJoy En sings’til 9 -All Parking Lot Tickets Validated

MOVING WITH CARE
EVERYWHERE

-

;*.
mulagesmi
is

DAILY DOUBLE - (I. -r.) Wayne Hermen, Tom Smith, and SJS
track coach Bud Winter. Hermen is considered perhaps the best
sprinter in the world for his size, and Smith, is expected to
threaten the world record in the 220-yard dash. Both will run the
100 and 220, and the 440 relay at the NCAA meet at University
of California, Berkeley, June 17-19.
c.nly lost. but finished behind five
Olympic sprinters. This sort of
thing, however, has been the exeeption rather than the rule for
Wayne Hermen.
A 20-year-old SJS Junior hailing
from St. Louis. Mo., the 5-foot,
6-inch, 130-pound Hermon looks no
higger than a bread box. But physical size has done little to hamper
his great running ability. It has,
however, added a few humorous
moments to his brilliant careen.
At "a meet sometime back,
Wayne was simply fixing his
starting blocks for the forth(’ Ing race. Anthony Watson. at
6-foot, 5-ineh sprinter front the
University* of Oklahoma, assuming from Wayne’s size that he
was no more than the block
boy, began telling him 1
he
wanted his blocks adjusted.
Watson’s
fa
)))))
These were
last words as Wayne defeated
the bigger man in both the 100
and 220.
At Affton High School Wayne
played basketball, football and ran
track. "In my sophomore year.
I started taking track seriousb .
I broke the school’s 100 yard da,11
record and the division’s 220 yard
mark. A scholarship was a must
if I hoped to go on to college and
this possibility encouraged me."
In Wayne’s junior and senior
years, he went to the Missouri
State Meet, winning the 100 and
220 yard dashes both times. As a
result, the 5-foot, 5-inch, 115pound senior gained the distinct
honor of attending the Golden
West Invitational Track Meet in
Los Angeles. The meet pitted the
top senior high school track and
in America.
field at
At the time, Wayne had 16
scholarship offers coming f
such schools HS Notre Dame,

excellent weather conditions for
training purposes, and great competition which exists on the West
Coast.
"Coach Winter changed my
sprinting form when I got here."
As a freshman, Wayne, who plans
to be a pharmacist, had a best 01
9.7 in the hundred and 21.8 in the
220. The next year he improved
his times to 9.5 and 20.9. Tlee
_

_

ii
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Walk in now for
Hofbrau Style Food-Moderate Prices
130
Roast Eastern Beef
1.50
Virginia Baked Ham
1.50
Kosher Style Corm I L?rtf
. ...........
130
Roast To,,, Turkey .
1.50
Chicago Style l’iotrattai
1.45
Roast Turkey Leg
-. COMBINATION PLATES Any 3 meats $2.00
Any 2 meats $1.73
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .35
orders include choice of Salad, Barbequed Beans,
or N1acarotti, Bread and Butter
Visit the Gas Lite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing. Rooms from $85 Per Month,
CY 5-2625
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Located in the Saint Claim. Hotel

AN EXTRA
0/0
ON ALL E00?:S

JUNE 1 thru 11
(during Finals)

On beoks to be used next semester we will pay 500
of current new price, PLUS our 100 bonus.

LA TORRE
Is going fast!!
The last copies of the final La Torre to be published by
the Department of Journalism are now being sold at
Student Affairs Business Office and in front of the
- y
bookstore.

G et

.-eeteetri:iF1*,*
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WHY SELL
FOR LESS?
YOUR BEST
DEAL IS AT:

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right

on Campus"

R-

ART.

Co-Rec Sets
’Final Fling’

Wednegday. 1.1fay 2. 1963

DAILY

Interviews for Nine Posts Tomorrow
On Personnel Selection Committee
iteld toinor- will be responsible for interviewing
in the Col- of all applicants for ASB appoinloge Union for nine posit ions on’live p051110856’
1 Recommendations from the corn lie Personnel Selection Commit1mittee will be presented to the
tee.
ASB president. The committee has
This new committee. under ASH power to interview and recompersonnel 0(firer (lark Heinrich. mend applicants for all ASH corn__
_
row from 2 to 5 p.m

"Ford Fling,
Inv last C0 -II -,of the year, will be held tonight
from 7:30 to 9:95 in the PER
building and women’s gymnasium
The Syndicates will be the band
for the Co-Rec dance. Special
events will be a penny dive, sock
race and a free-throw basketball
contest.
Regular events will include volleyball, swimming, badminton, basketball, dancing and pingpong.
Admission to Co-Rec is free with
ASB card.

mittee memberships, all faculty student committee memberships
and College Union committees.
Council members will have the
right to attend interviews and
participate in discussions of candidates, but will have no vote in
the committee decisions.

Spartan Daily Classified

Flower
Shop

There Are ONLY

BIKE

Man’s 10 speed, Eke now. $50

LOW RENT - I & 2 bdrm., furs., unf
Pool. Senter & Nordale. 195-8514, 2956344.

ATTRACTIVE RM. - 1 girl, $11 week.
kit. priv. 258 0199 or 259-4120.
WEIGHTS COMPLETE
’uding 2 bars. $16
FURNISHED APARTMENT - 11/2 blk.
inner college. 2 bdrm., 1 shwrs., 2 stories,
57 LAM8RETTA LD 150 - Very good 2 ref. Sleeps 3. $110. Wtr. I orb. incl.
k.1,, .,
:940842.
Available July 1st. 469 S. 7th, Apt. *2.
Schwinn, 10 speed. good condi- Ing. 499 S. 7th. CY 5-5362 or CY 5BIKE
5193.
:rib 5798.
GIRL to share lovely apt. with same
3 blks. SJS. 295.3083, after 5 Pm
SUMMER RENTALS as low as $45
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Now inter- mo. Also houses. Call 292-9400.
’MT, work opportunity.
, wing for limited men this campus SUMMER RATES - New apts., I & 2
mai, No Calif cities for lac ’Wire,- 2 bath, w/w crpt., elec. kit.
representative of Domestic & For w bar, outside balconies. 460 S. 4th,
AA At Co. For interview spot 296 337/,
’in
k I 356 1263.
SPACIOUS NEW APARTMENTS
Lri, thy SALE
FOR FALL
HELP WANTED (4)

Issues Left
To Place Your

ACCEPTS AWARD - Gary Thomas, Sports Picks manager,
receives PSA award for winner Bill Durkin from John Anderson,
PSA representative at San Jose State. Durkin correctly picked
eight out of nine games on the Sports Picks contest application
last week.

111==1111111
WHO IS DOC SAVAGE?

’t SCHOOL (K 61
be

SPAGHETTI
you can eat

Angelo’s
Steak House
WO, &

Clara

72 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, California
ml
al

II

Give Her
a Lovely
(.01...age

Spartaguide

lood !:ondition.

.

56 PORSCHE

2 Jr

60 STUDE V8
1060 ALL STATE

Discothiques
A Changing
Moral Code?

PLE4SE BUY
MOVING PACK EAST
’
9212
CORVAIR

61

t.

’55 CHEVY CONV,
59 MATt...elLESS
1
56 FORD CONY.

LYKE

Rob
0 295 3265
t!tror ot, 650 c.c
114 S. I ith.
$200,

’60 VOLVO
63 VALIANT 510 200
MONA

’55 ’1’N
55 PLY

25. SJSC

56 FORD

63

I-1

Ftr-)NnA so

2nd and San Fernando

Stake your claim
at ROBERTS

’59 I R3

’59 AUS11N HEALY HARDTOP

Ncorkt"

p.m..

’55 CHEV.

65 DUCATI

Graduation

ON SALE TODAY

1

I
ettras. Must
?it 61319. Wayne,

’60 VESPA OS

for Her

4wrt

Read about it in

’57 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE - Auto
. send

$15
,

!,r1

1111111=11111111111

100-

ONE AND TWO bedroom apts. Now
Summer rates. 523 E. Reed St.
J

1

REWARD
it,.
50i55
Lost between Moult/n, &
294 2927.

w.

PERSONALS (71
WHO IS (30C

SAVAGE?

DEAR JOHN: Wily don I ou sell yr
Book..tr,te? We Ire ’1

Eton %
SUMMER & FALI. R:NTALS
t.ttrtImnr. $164 felt
55
151 S. I th. Mir.. #6. 278 1494.
SERVICES 1111
WEDDING
/00 for $29 LOW SUMMER RATES - I. 2. & 3
Eurn. Apts. Jo -Mar Hall. 467 S
trfn
I.
2350945
8917. Spartan Hall, 65 S. Iltk AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
-,
MARTIN
r- I yr. cla
Bailey. 256-6386. 449 W. San Carlos.
HOUSE for 5.6 serious, responsible men
TYPING
mo.
lease
- Term papers, thesis. etc
$192/fall.
12
SI50/summer.
TYPE NR ITER
1i1.4.0.-,rona Porte-031e.
Pica electric. 243-6313.
preferred. 297-4604.
Er tn. 225-0346.
MONEY
e
bo-ok-S and, $60 OFF - Girls. Modern I & 2 bdrm. TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Work
rwaranteed. Jo Vine. 378-8577
Y
.
Sparta
TYPING SERVICE - East San Jose 258 4335.
EXCELLENT TYPING done in my home.
all 252 5793.
To buy, sell. rent or
WHO IS DOC SAVAGE?
announce anything,
Minimum
SAS.
times
Five
Three
times
time
Two
lines
One
just fill out and clip
SUMMER EIKE STORAGE
One time 50c a line 25c a Inte 20c a line
Orly
$5
for
careful
inside storage until
this handy order
nekt Sept. We also buy good used
$2.00
$1.00 $1.50
2 lines
blank.
El-, )"895t3.
2.25
3.00
1.50
3 lines
BUYING AT TOP PRICES - plus bonus
4.00
3.00
4 lines
2.00
,c,ir used books. Spartan Bookstore
Send to: Spartan
5.00
3.75
2.50
5 lines
TRANSPORTATION 191
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
Add this
1206, San Jose State
amount for
NEED RIDE to area of Raton, No,
.50
.75
1.00
each addiMexico. Starting June 12th or 131h
College, San lose 14,
tional line
264-2755.
_
Calif
NEED RIDE to vicinity of Michigan. Air.
Print your ad here:
6’10. Share cnoenses. Doug, 292-7236.
(Count 33 letters and Spaces for Each Una)
RIDERS TO EAST COAST - Northern
CHECK A
rosin, Juno 10th. 286-3378
CLASSIFICATION
NEED RIDE to job at IBM. Start June
14, Call 293-4110, altar 5.
r1 Announcements (I)
NEED RIDER, part or all the way I,
1., Automotive (2)
western
Canada. Juno 11 via Reno
For Sale (3)
Pevirtitno. Delo, 286.4810.
1 Help Wanted (4)
1Homing (5)
To place on ad:
lost and Found (6)
. Personals (if
Call at
I , Services (8)
Adv. Office - J206
Li Transportation (9)

MISSES

WRANGLER

S-T-R-E-T-C-H
JEANS

POP SALE (3)

CLASSIFIED RATES

Classified

MWF 9:30-3:30
Name
Run Ad

Address

Phone__

7-Th 10:30-3:30

(No. of days) Enclose

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Male check oat to
Spartan Daily Classified&

Starting Date
10............1.11,WENNWMIP.P...11411.11111,111.1111111

4

Phone 294-6414. Est.

2466

BONUS WEEK
DURING FINALS
Now, one of your favorites
from Wrangler in cool, comfortable STRETCH! True western cut, fashioned in 10 oz. :anforized stretch denim .
757,,
cotton, 25% nylon. In light blue,
red, wheat, sailing blue and
denim blue.
hltsses’ sixes 8 I8

Only $5.98
The Workingman’s
Store
218 W. Srlota Clara
San Jose, Calif.

tReten POO,I

330 So. 10th St.

vs

-440-

Flowers
and
Corteges
for all
Occasions
CY 2-0462

Served with
Bread and Butter

Bill Durkin Wins Contest

,. Collin Kajioka and
A misprint in last week’s Spurts Chit Di...
Picks contest incorrectly listed St. !George Gr1-1. They will each receive a pair of tickets to the
Louis as playing Houston. Based
United Artists Theater through
on the remaining nine games, Bill the mail.
Durkin, junior law enforcement 1
Sports Picks contest will resume
bdrrn. with 2 bathrooms & 3 lots student from Daly City, picked in the fall. During this semester,
-losat-,
kii,
elec.
soundproofing
bar,
given
SUMMER EXCITEMENT AND MONEY Pi tient for
three. Res. now, 439 S. 4th, eight correctly to win a Pacific ten student winners were
Southwest Ai ’lines I PSA I prize free round-trip tickets to Los An206 4442,
geles through the Sports Picks
/!to, At! tott, ontrot.,sorn, ale the e,ii! SUMMER OR FALL - I bdrm., 2 or 3. ticket to 1.o AntHes.
Runners -an c (.re ’1’0(1(1 Murphy. cmitest.
460 S. 6th.
e.t I- the field. Part time representative’
.an earn $120 weekly and higher. Earn j
nos 1,, the summer can ekceed $1.000 SANTA CRUZ - Roommates wanted to
near Pleasure Pt. during sumcan gain valuable business ekperi
".; .151. Mae-.
anre for your future and earn good -lone/. Part or full lime Men & Women WANTED
I roommate for summer
%or ir terview call 295.5545 or write 434 ;trot:. 451 S. 5th, #5.
anti 1. Coffee. Actives, pledges
Call Fran, 286. TODAY:
E, William St.. Rm, 104, Mr. Perry. Come 1915,
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., H3. and guests.
rers,-- for interview Daily. Mgr. Tr
Student Math Society, 7 p.m.,
TWO MALE STUDENTS to do part lime
OR 2 GIRLS to share 2 bdrm. apt.. Elect ions.
Dome Economies Club, 7 p.m.. ED107. Math clinic.
’t - rent fine art. Call Mr. Albert
243.2930, 241-3084, aft
fly.
v., Sr!
191. Winifred Stein, home adviser,
Improve Your Chances for that FEM. GRAD. 23, working in S.J., needs speaks on "Furnishing Your First
SUMMER J08
.0 a0. 298-2624 afier 5 p.m., week Home."
, 1...r ’red
Gamma Delta, 7 p.m., FirI
1 s
05.
E RESUME
I OR 2 GIRLS ,r share 2 bdrm, apt. manuel Ltilhersiti Church.
A 5’. .....IBM type - 50 Corki,,
243 2930.241 3084. aft Third.
PROF ILE RESUME SERVICE
Chess Club, 2::I0 p.m., 1117. I. ,
29.,
!..54 TI,. A.lamoda. San l’s’
.
FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED FOR meeting. At tenda nee Ina nd a t
GIRLS
SUMMER
F
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m..
LN401. Accounting bib,
REGISTER NOW
Permanent r.Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., ED:331.I
-Ord k’. SUMMER RATES - 2 bdrm., furn. I
.
Re. eptionists,
days. Clerk Ty4..
k
$60
r apt.: 2 persons $60;
Student Math Society, 7 p.m..
t rosoo . 575. 4 persons. $80. 495 W. ED107. Math clinic.
5’
Et RT,ONNFL SPAP(TH AGENCY
Lutheran Student Airsociation, 6
Fee and N I or.. Jobs
2 GIRLS WANT HOUSE/ROOMMATES p.m., cafeteria B. End of year
I r
.
286 P18I .
298.0791. dinner.
NEED GIRL to share unapp. apt. for
MEN & WOMEN STUDENTS -L.
Phrateres internationals 9
Cu liege Chapel. Initiation and intwin,
tit fm.htent and r,:,,.. I:.
j NEED GIRL TO SHARE unapp. apt.
stallatkin of officers. Eanquet at
C tror., Cr, ..ttl’
2476?P
.
-,
,r 366 4775,
7 p.m.
MAI
E
.
’
Ire
2
bdrm.
IJS
L. St. James. TOMORROW:
SUMMER RENTALS - $25 per person.
Young Americans for Freedom,
i
i. 628 S. 10th, #1.
Elections,
3
BABYSITTER WANTED
4:00 p.m. Also dc
Baptist Student 1" ii I sin, 7:30
n for fail semester.
REDUCED SUMMER RATES - Porn. p.m.. Willman] Chapel. Film.
MATURE
i
.
r,r..t. 42 S. 8th. 298.1429.
Ilumninsts On Campus, .1 p.m.,
FURN. 2 b-trm- aot:-...S-ummer rates. $80 1[5.
SINGLE WOMEN, ;
777.0’)
Aneel lolie,111, I p.m., eitfettg

Classified Ad

YOUR SHY RE

Starr

-hot.

SPECIAL
of the Day

/or $1.00

Bakmas

4911
GIRL S BIKE -spuud.
$25. 248 9227, after 10.

ANGELO’S

Across from the Men’s Dorms

OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. DURING FINALS

